SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS

Facebook:
• Share the road with motorcyclists, bicyclists and commercial motor vehicles to ensure that everyone can Arrive Alive! #ShareTheRoadFL #ArriveAliveFL
• Motorcyclists and bicyclists are vulnerable road users! Make sure you drive safely and cautiously around them, giving plenty of space. #ShareTheRoadFL
• Motorcyclists are entitled to an entire lane. Never attempt to share a lane with a motorcycle! #ShareTheRoadFL
• It is difficult to gauge the speed of a motorcycle; they may appear to be much farther away than they really are. Look twice and #ShareTheRoadFL!
• When making a turn, remember to yield to any bicyclist in the bike lane. Make your turn behind the bicyclists once they have passed you. #ShareTheRoadFL
• Stay out of a commercial vehicles “No Zone” or blind spots! If you drive in a “No Zone,” the commercial vehicle driver will not be able to see you. #ShareTheRoadFL

Twitter:
• All road users must stay alert and watch for bicyclists and motorcyclists! #ShareTheRoadFL
• Did you know: A bicycle is legally defined as a vehicle? They share the same rights and responsibilities as other motorists. #ShareTheRoadFL
• Give bicyclists 3 ft. of clearance when driving alongside or passing them – it’s the law! #ShareTheRoadFL
• Give motorcycles space! Always keep a 4-second buffer zone between your car and a motorcyclist. #ShareTheRoadFL
• Share the road with commercial vehicles. Stay out of their “No Zones” and don’t tailgate. #ShareTheRoadFL
• Always watch for motorcycles and bicycles. Look twice before pulling into an intersection or changing lanes. #ShareTheRoadFL

#ShareTheRoadFL